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The National Standards for Family & Consumer Sciences include 16 areas of study. Each area has 
a comprehensive standard describing the overall content, which is further detailed in several con-
tent standards. Each of these standards lists several competency statements describing the knowledge, 
skills, and practices expected of learners.

By studying the Interpersonal Relationships text, students will explore the competencies included in 
the National Standards. To help you see how this can be accomplished, following are correlations of 
the National Standards with Interpersonal Relationships. If you want to make sure you prepare students 
to meet these National Standards, these charts should be of interest to you.

Copyright © 2008–2018. Developed by the National Association of State Administrators of Family 
and Consumer Sciences (NASAFACS); used with permission.

6.0 Family

Evaluate the signifi cance of family and its effects on the well-being of individuals and society.

Content Standard 6.1 Analyze the effects of family as a system on individuals and society

Competencies Text Concepts

6.1.1 Analyze family 
as the basic unit of 
society.

1: Heredity and your identity
8: Relationships in the family
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
13: Trends in American family life; Functions of the family; Family structures
14: Family as a system
16: Divorce trends; Strengthening the family after divorce
17: The family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage; Issues in 
preparing for parenting
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing a stimulating 
environment; Providing guidance

6.1.2 Analyze the 
role of family in 
transmitting societal 
expectations.

1: Your life path; Environment and your identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Handling diffi cult 
events and emotions
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Relationships in the family; Relationships in the community
13: Functions of the family; Family structures
14: The family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; 
Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
17: The family life cycle
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing guidance

CORRELATION OF NATIONAL 
STANDARDS WITH INTERPERSONAL 
RELATIONSHIPS
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Competencies Text Concepts

6.1.2 (Continued) 19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
21: Work patterns; Managing career and family roles; Connecting within 
your community

6.1.3 Analyze global 
infl uences on today’s 
families.

Unit openers: Global case studies (Pages 3, 81,151, 239, 317, 419, 501)
1: Environment and your identity
3: Managing stress; Handling diffi cult events and emotions
5: Learning about careers
6: How to manage your time
7: Factors affecting communication; The written communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the community
9: Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
13: Trends in American family life; Family structures
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families
18: Providing a stimulating environment; Providing guidance
20: Pursue your career choice; Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles; Connecting within your community
22: Protecting resources through insurance

6.1.4 Analyze the 
role of family in 
teaching culture and 
traditions across the 
life span.

1: Heredity and your identity; Environment and your identity
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making
5: Learning about the world of work; Learning about careers
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Relationships in the world around you
10: Dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage; Preparing for a long-lasting 
marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments
13: Trends in American family life; Functions of the family; Family 
structures
14: Family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing 
with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
16: Causes and effects of divorce; Strengthening the family after divorce
17: The family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage; Issues in 
preparing for parenting
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing a stimulating 
environment; Providing guidance
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
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Competencies Text Concepts

6.1.5 Analyze the 
role of family 
in developing 
independence, 
interdependence, 
and commitment of 
family members.

1: Your life path
2: Growth patterns; Your personality
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health
7: The communication process; The written communication process
8: Relationships in the family; Relationships in the community
11: Qualities of a long-lasting relationship; Preparing for a long-lasting 
marriage relationship
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments
13: Functions of the family; Family structures; Single living
14: Family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: Preventing a crisis
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing guidance
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles; 
Connecting within your community 
22: Making a budget work for you

6.1.6 Analyze the 
effects of change and 
transitions over the 
life course.

1: Your life path
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Managing stress; 
Handling diffi cult events and emotions
5: Learning about careers
7: Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Relationships in the family
10: The dating process; Healthy dating relationships
11: Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
13: Trends in American family life; Functions of the family; Family 
structures
14: The family as a system
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families; Managing crises
16: Causes and effects of divorce; A breakdown in the relationship; 
Strengthening the family after divorce
17: The family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage
18: Providing a stimulating environment
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work; Manage your career 
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles 
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Competencies Text Concepts

6.1.7 Analyze the 
ways family and 
consumer sciences 
careers assist the 
work of the family.

5: Learning about the world of work; Learning about yourself; Learning 
about careers
19: The elderly years
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles
Unit career features: Pages 78–79; 148–149; 236–237, 314–315, 416–417, 
498–499, 588–589

Content Standard 6.2  Evaluate the effects of diverse perspectives, needs, and characteristics of 
individuals and families.

6.2.1 Demonstrate 
awareness of 
multiple diversities 
and their effects on 
individuals, families, 
and society.

1: Your life path; Heredity and your identity; Environment and your 
identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood; Your personality
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making
5: Learning about yourself; Learning about careers
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the community
9: Effective workplaces
10: Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage; Planning for a long-lasting marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments
13: Trends in American family life; Functions of the family; Family 
structures; Single living
14: The family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; 
Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: Managing crises
16: Causes and effects of divorce; Strengthening the family after divorce
17: Issues in preparing for parenting
18: Providing a stimulating environment; Providing guidance
19: The middle years; The retirement years; The elderly years
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles

6.2.2 Analyze the 
effects of social and 
cultural diversity 
on individuals and 
families.

1: Environment and your identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making; The decision-making process
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the community
10: Evaluating readiness for marriage; Planning for a long-lasting marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments
13: Trends in American family life; Functions of the family; Family 
structures; Single living
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Competencies Text Concepts

6.2.2 (Continued) 14: The family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families; Preventing a crisis
16: Causes and effects of divorce; Strengthening the family after divorce
17: Issues in preparing for parenting
18: Providing a stimulating environment; Providing guidance
19: The middle years; The retirement years
20: Pursue your career choice
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles

6.2.3 Analyze the 
effects of empathy 
for diversity on 
individuals in 
family, work, and 
community settings.

2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Handling diffi cult 
events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective groups; Effective workplaces
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Evaluating readiness for marriage
19: World of work

6.2.4 Demonstrate 
respect for diversity 
with sensitivity to 
anti-bias, gender, 
equity, age, culture, 
and ethnicity.

1: Environment and your identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
7: The communication process; Factors affecting communication; Skills for 
resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments
13: Family structures; Single living
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families
17: The family life cycle
18: Providing a nurturing environment; Providing a stimulating 
environment
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
20: Join the world of work

6.2.5 Analyze 
the effects of 
globalization and 
increasing diversity 
on individuals, 
families, and society.

1: Environment and your identity
4: Factors affecting decision making; The decision-making process
5: Learning about the world of work; Learning about careers
7: The communication process; Factors affecting communication; The 
written communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
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Competencies Text Concepts

6.2.5 (Continued) 6: Relationships in the community
9: Effective groups
10: Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict
13: Trends in American family life; Family structures; Single living
17: Issues in preparing for parenting
18: Providing a stimulating environment
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Choosing a work pattern; Connecting within your community 

13.0 Interpersonal Relationships

Demonstrate respectful and caring relationships in the family, workplace and community.

Content Standard 13.1 Analyze functions and expectations of various types of relationships.

Competencies Text Concepts

13.1.1 Analyze 
processes for 
building and 
maintaining 
interpersonal 
relationships.

8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Dating process; Types of love
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Preparing for a long-lasting 
marriage 
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing guidance
20: Join the world of work 

13.1.2 Predict the 
effects of various 
stages of the 
family life cycle 
on interpersonal 
relationships.

1: Your life path
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
10: Dating process
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage; Preparing for a long-lasting 
marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
17: Family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage; Issues in 
preparing for parenting
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing a stimulating 
environment; Providing guidance
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.1.3 Compare 
physical, emotional, 
spiritual, and 
intellectual 
functioning in 
stable and unstable 
relationships.

2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Managing stress; 
Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making; The decision-making process
7: The communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Evaluating readiness for marriage; 
Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments
14: The family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; 
Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families; Preventing a crisis; 
Managing crises
16: Breakdown in the relationship
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years

13.1.4 Analyze 
factors that 
contribute to healthy 
and unhealthy 
relationships.

2: Your personality
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Managing stress; 
Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making; The decision-making process
7: The communication process; Factors affecting communication; Skills for 
resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Evaluating readiness for marriage; 
Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
13: Functions of the family
14: The family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; 
Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families; Preventing a crisis; 
Managing crises
16: Causes and effects of divorce; A breakdown in the relationship; 
Strengthening the family after divorce
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage
18: Developing a nurturing relationship 
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.1.4 (Continued) 20: Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles

13.1.5 Analyze 
processes for 
handling unhealthy 
relationships.

3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Managing stress; Coping 
with diffi cult events and emotions
4: The decision-making process
7: The communication process; The written communication process; Skills 
for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
14: The family as a system; Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the 
family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
19: The elderly years
20: Join the world of work

13.1.6 Demonstrate 
stress management 
strategies for 
family, work, and 
community settings.

3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Managing stress; 
Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making; The decision-making process
6: How to manage your time
7: The communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family
9: Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Healthy dating relationships
12: Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
19: The retirement years; The elderly years
20: Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles
22: Using a budget; Making a budget work for you; Protecting resources 
through insurance
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Content Standard 13.2  Analyze personal needs and characteristics and their effects on 
interpersonal relationships.

Competencies Text Concepts

13.2.1 Analyze the 
effects of personal 
characteristics on 
relationships.

1: Heredity and your identity; Environment and your identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood; Your personality
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health
4: The decision-making process
5: Learning about yourself
6: Why manage time?
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
16: Causes and effects of divorce
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage 
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
19: Join the world of work; Manage your career

13.2.2 Analyze 
the effect of 
personal need on 
relationships.

2: Your personality
8: Developing friendships
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
13: Functions of the family; Family structures; Single living
16: A breakdown in the relationship
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage
18: Providing guidance
19: The middle years; The retirement years; The elderly years
20: Manage your career
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles
22: Making a budget work for you

13.2.3 Analyze the 
effects of self-esteem 
and self-image on 
relationships.

1: Your life path; Heredity and your identity; Environment and your 
identity
2: Your personality
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Handling diffi cult 
events and emotions
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.2.3 (Continued) 7: Factors affecting communication; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Evaluating readiness for marriage 
10: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families
16: Causes and effects of divorce
19: The middle years; The retirement years
20: Join the world of work

13.2.4 Analyze 
the effects of life 
span events and 
conditions on 
relationships.

1: Your life path; Heredity and your identity; Environment and your 
identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Managing stress; Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: The decision-making process
5: Learning about the world of work; Making a career choice
10: The dating process
11: Preparing for a long-lasting marriage relationship
12: Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
13: Family structures; Single living
14: The family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: Impact of crises on individuals and families
16: Causes and effects of divorce
17: The family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing a stimulating 
environment; Providing guidance
19: The middle years; The retirement years; The elderly years
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Choosing a work pattern; Managing career and family roles

13.2.5 Explain the 
effects of personal 
standards and 
behaviors on 
interpersonal 
relationships.

2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Coping with diffi cult 
events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making
6: Why manage time?
7: The communication process; The written communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.2.5 (Continued) 10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict
14: Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
16: Causes and effects of divorce
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work
21: Choosing a work pattern
22. Making a budget work for you

Content Standard 13.3  Demonstrate communication skills that contribute to positive 
relationships.

13.3.1 Analyze 
communication 
styles and 
their effects on 
relationships.

7: Communication process; Factors affecting communication; Written 
communication process
8: Developing friendships
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Healthy dating relationships
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict
18: Developing a nurturing relationship

13.3.2 Demonstrate 
verbal and 
nonverbal behaviors 
and attitudes 
that contribute 
to effective 
communication.

3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health
7: Communication process; Factors affecting communication; Written 
communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
17: Developing a nurturing relationship
20: Join the world of work; Manage your career

13.3.3 Demonstrate 
effective listening 
and feedback 
techniques.

7: Communication process; Written communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
12: Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families
18: Developing a nurturing relationship; Providing a stimulating 
environment; Providing guidance
20: Manage your career
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.3.4 Analyze 
strategies to 
overcome 
communication 
barriers in family, 
community and 
work settings.

3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Handling diffi cult 
events and emotions
7: Factors affecting communication
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Healthy dating relationships
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
15: Impact of crises on individuals and families; Preventing a crisis
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
20: Join the world of work

13.3.5 Apply 
ethical principles of 
communication in 
family, community 
and work settings.

7: Communication process; Factors affecting communication; Written 
communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
15: Managing crises
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
20: Join the world of work
21: Connecting within your community

13.3.6 Analyze 
the effects of 
communication 
technology in 
family, work, and 
community settings.

1: Environment and your identity
5: Learning about careers
6: How to manage your time
7: Factors affecting communication; Written communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family
9: Effective workplaces
10: The dating process
13: Trends in American family life
15: Managing crises
18: Providing a stimulating environment
19: The elderly years
20: Join the world of work
21: Managing career and family roles
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.3.7 Analyze the 
roles and functions 
of communication 
in family, work, and 
community settings.

7: Communication process; Factors affecting communication; Written 
communication process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments
13: Functions of the family
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
16: A breakdown in the relationship
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
20: Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Connecting within your community

Content Standard 13.4 Evaluate effective confl ict prevention and management techniques.

13.4.1 Analyze 
the origin and 
development 
of attitudes and 
behaviors regarding 
confl ict.

3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health; Managing stress; 
Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making; Decision-making process
7: Communication process; Factors affecting communication; Written 
communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
14: The family as a system; Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the 
family
15: The impact of crises on individuals and families; Preventing a crisis; 
Managing crises
16: Causes and effects of divorce; A breakdown in the relationship
18: Providing guidance
20: Join the world of work

13.4.2 Explain how 
similarities and 
differences among 
people affect confl ict 
prevention and 
management.

1: Your life path; Environment and your identity
2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Factors affecting decision making
7: Skills for resolving confl icts
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.4.2 (Continued) 8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Interpersonal adjustments
14: Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
18: Providing guidance
20: Join the world of work
21: Managing career and family roles

13.4.3 Apply the 
roles of decision 
making and problem 
solving in reducing 
and managing 
confl ict.

4: Factors affecting decision making; Decision-making process
7: Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Relationships in the family
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Preparing for a long-lasting 
marriage
12: Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
13: Functions of the family; Family structures
14: Family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing 
with confl ict
16: Causes and effects of divorce
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage; Issues in preparing for 
parenting
18: Providing guidance
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
20: Manage your career
21: Choosing a work pattern
22: Using a budget

13.4.4 Demonstrate 
nonviolent strategies 
that address confl ict.

7: Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage; Preparing for a long-lasting 
marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
18: Providing guidance
20: Join the world of work; Manage your career
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Competencies Text Concepts

13.4.4 (Continued) 21: Managing career and family roles
22: Using a budget

13.4.5 Demonstrate 
effective responses 
to harassment.

7: Communication process; Written communication process
8: Developing friendships
9: Effective workplaces
10: Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
14: Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
20: Join the world of work

13.4.6 Assess 
community 
resources that 
support confl ict 
prevention and 
management.

3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
7: Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the community
9: Effective groups
11: Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
12: Adapting to fi nancial and social changes
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
19: Elderly years
21: Managing career and family roles; Connecting within your community
22: Protecting resources through insurance

Content Standard 13.5  Demonstrate teamwork and leadership skills in the family, workplace, 
and community.

13.5.1 Create an 
environment that 
encourages and 
respects the ideas, 
perspectives, and 
contributions of all 
group members.

6: Why manage time?
7: Communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
14: Family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: Preventing a crisis
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
20: Join the world of work

13.5.2 Demonstrate 
strategies to 
motivate, encourage, 
and build trust in 
group members.

7: Communication process; Factors affecting communication; Written 
communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
20: Join the world of work
21: Connecting within your community
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13.5.3 Demonstrate 
strategies that 
utilize the strengths 
and minimize the 
limitations of team 
members.

1: Your life path
2: Your personality
3: Developing attitudes that lead to mental health
5: Learning about yourself
6: Why manage time?; How to manage your time
7: Communication process; Written communication process
8: Relationships in the family; Relationships in the community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
20: Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles

13.5.4 Demonstrate 
techniques that 
develop team and 
community spirit.

7: Communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Relationships in the family; Relationships in the community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
14: Family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families
15: Preventing a crisis
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
18: Developing a nurturing relationship
20: Join the world of work
21: Connecting within your community

13.5.5 Demonstrate 
ways to organize 
and delegate 
responsibilities.

6: How to manage your time
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
11: Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
14: Family as a system
15: Managing crises
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage
19: Middle years; Retirement years
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles
22: Using a budget; Making a budget work for you; Protecting resources 
through insurance

13.5.6 Create 
strategies to 
integrate new 
members into the 
team.

8: Developing friendships
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
17: Family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage
20: Manage your career
21: Connecting within your community

13.5.7 Demonstrate 
processes for 
cooperating, 
compromising, and 
collaborating.

4: Decision-making process
7: Communication process; Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Relationships in the family; Relationships in the community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process
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13.5.7 (Continued) 11: Preparing for a long-lasting marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict; Interpersonal adjustments; Adapting 
to fi nancial and social changes
13: Trends in American family life; Functions of the family
14: Family as a system; Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing 
with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
16: Strengthening the family after divorce
17: Family life cycle; Preparing for the early parenthood stage
19: Middle years; Retirement years; Elderly years
20: Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles
22: Making a budget work for you

Content Standard 13.6  Demonstrate standards that guide behavior in interpersonal 
relationships.

13.6.1 Apply critical 
thinking and ethical 
criteria to evaluate 
interpersonal 
relationships.

4: Factors affecting decision making; Decision-making process
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership: Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: The dating process; Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage
20: Join the world of work

13.6.2 Apply 
guidelines for 
assessing the 
nature of issues and 
situations.

4: Factors affecting decision making; Decision-making process
5: Making a career choice
7: Communication process; Written communication process; Skills for 
resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Qualities of a long-lasting marriage; Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict
13: Functions of the family; Family structures
15: Preventing a crisis
17: Preparing for the early parenthood stage 
18: Providing a stimulating environment; Providing guidance
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Managing career and family roles
22:  Using a budget
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13.6.3 Apply critical 
thinking and ethical 
standards when 
making judgments 
and taking action.

2: Growth patterns to adulthood
4: Factors affecting decision making; Decision-making process
5: Making a career choice
6: Why manage time?
7: Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Types of love; Healthy dating relationships
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
12: Patterns of adjustment to confl ict
14: Dealing with confl ict, violence, and abuse in the family
15: Preventing a crisis; Managing crises
18: Providing guidance
20: Pursue your career choice; Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Choosing a work pattern
22: Using a budget; Making a budget work for you; Protecting resources 
through insurance

13.6.4 Demonstrate 
ethical behavior in 
family, workplace, 
and community 
settings.

2: Growth patterns to adulthood
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: The decision-making process
6: Why manage time?
7: Skills for resolving confl icts
8: Developing friendships; Relationships in the family; Relationships in the 
community
9: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Healthy dating relationships
13: Functions of the family
14: Positive patterns of interaction in families; Dealing with confl ict, 
violence, and abuse in the family
17: Issues in preparing for parenting
19: Elderly years
20: Join the world of work; Manage your career
21: Connecting within your community 

13.6.5 Compare the 
relative merits of 
opposing points 
of view regarding 
current ethical 
issues.

1: Heredity and your identity
3: Handling diffi cult events and emotions
4: Decision-making process
5: Learning about the world of work; Learning about careers; Making a 
career choice
7: Factors affecting communication; Written communication process; Skills 
for resolving confl icts
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13.6.5 (Continued) 8: Effective leadership; Effective groups; Effective workplaces
10: Types of love
11: Evaluating readiness for marriage
13: Trends in American family life; Family structures
10: Issues in preparing for parenting
20: Join the world of work
21: Choosing a work pattern


